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Entanglement – the coherent correla-
tions between parties in a joint quantum
system – is well-understood and quan-
tifiable in the two-dimensional, two-party
case. Higher (>2)-dimensional entan-
gled systems hold promise in extending
the capabilities of various quantum in-
formation applications. Despite the util-
ity of such systems, methods for quanti-
fying high-dimensional entanglement are
more limited and experimentally challeng-
ing. We review entanglement certification
approaches and the large number of – often
difficult – measurements required to ap-
ply them. We present a novel certification
method whose measurement requirements
scale linearly with subsystem dimension
(scaling with the square-root of the sys-
tem dimension) and which requires only
a single complex measurement. The cer-
tification method places a lower-bound on
the relative entropy of entanglement of any
maximally correlated state thereby certify-
ing system entanglement. A lower bound
is also shown for any maximally correlated
state in the presence of noise – the ex-
pected experimental case. We discuss ex-
perimental realization of all required mea-
surements.

Sufficiently large quantum computers are capa-
ble of solving problems intractable for their clas-
sical counterparts, motivating extensive work to-
wards their realization. Entanglement is a fun-
damental resource used by quantum computers
and quantum communications. Accordingly, the
generation and certification of entangled states
is key to various quantum technologies, such as
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quantum key distribution and quantum telepor-
tation [1]. Further, high-dimensional entangle-
ment is valuable for a number of quantum in-
formation applications, including superdense cod-
ing [2], qudit teleportation [3], and some quantum
key distribution protocols [4, 5, 6]. However, cer-
tifying entanglement in known high-dimensional
mixed quantum states can prove challenging [7].
For unknown high-dimensional states, certifica-
tion complexity – if possible – increases rapidly
as a large number of difficult measurements are
required.

For a special class of high-dimensional states –
known as Schmidt correlated or maximally cor-
related states – and noisy versions thereof, we
present an experimentally-friendly set of mea-
surements for certifying entanglement. The
method lower-bounds the relative entropy of en-
tanglement of a d2 high-dimensional bipartite
quantum state (i.e. a system comprised of two
d-dimensional parties) using only 2d+1 measure-
ments: 2d simple measurements in the standard
basis and a single demanding measurement – the
state’s purity. We derive these lower bounds and
outline a measurement strategy.

Section 1 examines the measurements neces-
sary to certify entanglement through existing
methods, reviews key proprieties of quantum sys-
tems, and defines the class of high-dimensional
states of interest: maximally correlated states.
Section 2.1 defines relative entropy of entangle-
ment – the entanglement monotone applied here
– and Section 2.2 derives lower bounds for this
quantity. Section 2.3 considers noisy maximally
correlated states and lower bounds their entangle-
ment using the relative entropy of entanglement.
Section 3 outlines the required measurements in
the noise-free and noisy cases and shows how to
make a direct purity measurement. Section 4 con-
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siders the dimensionality of the system’s entan-
glement. In addition, it considers the relative en-
tropy of entanglement’s (and the underlying von
Neumann entropy’s) relation to other quantifiers
of entanglement.

As quantum communication tasks which de-
mand spatially disparate high-dimensional entan-
glement carriers are best served by entangled
photons [8], some discussion around the motiva-
tion and application of our method will be pre-
sented in terms of photonic systems; however,
the method is applicable to any bipartite high-
dimensional system.

1 Background and motivation
1.1 Entanglement certification
(Nomenclature note: for a quantum state ρ, we
will call the relatively simple measurements of
〈i, j|ρ|i, j〉 ∀i, j correlation measurements and the
more challenging |〈i, j|ρ|k, l〉| for i 6= k or j 6= l
interferometric measurements.)

Entanglement quantification and certification
is well-understood for pure, 2-dimensional, bi-
partite states. When considering mixed,
high-dimensional systems quantification becomes
vastly more complex and experimentally chal-
lenging [7, 9]. Some well-known quantifiers high-
dimensional entanglement include entanglement
of formation [10], Schmidt number [11], mutual
information [12], G-concurrence [13], and (loga-
rithmic) negativity [14, 15].

Using these quantifiers to certify entanglement
poses challenges. Several approaches may begin
with a full quantum state tomography on the
quantum state ρ of interest, but the number of
measurements required scales unfavorably with
the dimension of ρ [16] and further may not be
feasible experimentally. As full state ρ knowledge
is inaccessible, entanglement certification typi-
cally relies on a more limited set of measurements.
Take for example G-concurrence which – for high-
dimensional bipartite states – also requires mea-
surements scaling with d2, half of which are in-
terferometric. Important high-dimensional bipar-
tite systems include multi-photon systems entan-
gled by frequency degree of freedom [17]. Var-
ious other schemes which have been devised to
certify the entanglement of formation [18, 19],
Schmidt number, or related quantities will sim-
ilarly require a large number of interferometric

measurements.
By contrast, lower-bounding mutual informa-

tion has been accomplished by measuring a sys-
tem in two mutually unbiased bases [12, 20], ne-
cessitating d correlation measurements in each
choice of basis. The first basis may be the
computational basis, but the second would then
be a highly transformed version of the first.
For systems where this transformation is non-
trivial, which include photonic high-dimensional
frequency- and time-entangled states, we con-
sider the d measurements performed in the mutu-
ally unbiased basis to be interferometric. Meth-
ods which require measurements made in random
bases [21, 22] are similarly challenging.

Entangled systems with limited ability to
transform into arbitrary bases and for which
interferometic measurements are similarly re-
stricted are therefore drastically limited in their
certifiable entanglement under standard meth-
ods. For this reason, the certification method
presented here has been designed to work with
only 2d correlation measurements and a single
more challenging measurement: purity, whose di-
rect measurement is discussed in Section 3.3.

1.2 Purity, separability, and maximally corre-
lated states

Entangled states are defined as states which are
not separable. A pure, bipartite state |ψ〉 with
subsystems A and B is considered separable if
(and only if) it can be written

|ψ〉 = |ψ〉A ⊗ |ψ〉B . (1)

A mixed quantum state represented by density
operator

ρ =
∑
m

wm |ψm〉 〈ψm|where wm ∈ R>0 (2)

is considered separable if and only if it can be
written as a weighted sum of separable pure states
(meaning all |ψm〉 take the form of Equation 1)
with positive, real weights wm. Separable states
lack the coherence which allows entangled states
their quantum advantage. Note that all valid
quantum states – separable or not – take the form
of Equation 2 with

∑
mwm = 1, 〈ψm|ψm〉 = 1∀m

and are consequently positive semidefinite Her-
mitian matrices with trace one.
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Both entangled and separable states may be
correlated in some basis. A bipartite state is cor-
related when measurement of subsystem A pro-
vides additional information on the state of sub-
system B (or vice versa). I.e. the measure-
ment results of systems A and B are not in-
dependent. However, a key property of highly-
entangled states are their strong correlations in
multiple bases. A separable system which is
highly correlated in one basis will be weakly or
completed uncorrelated in a mutually unbiased
basis, whereas highly entangled states can be
maximally correlated in two (or more) mutually
unbiased bases. Entangled states achieve this du-
ality by having high coherence while maximally
correlated separable states are entirely incoher-
ent. A state ρ’s coherence can be quantified by
its purity [23],

P(ρ) ≡ Tr(ρ2) (3)

where ρ is a density operator (Hermitian, trace-
1) representing a quantum state and Tr(·) is the
trace operator which is the sum of the diagonal
elements of its argument. Separable states may
be either highly pure or highly correlated, but
not both. Whereas entangled states are charac-
terized by their simultaneous strong correlations
in multiple bases [12] and consequently high pu-
rity. More succinctly: a highly-correlated state
with low purity indicates separability; a highly-
correlated state with high purity indicates entan-
glement.

We exploit the unique relationship between
correlations and purity enjoyed by highly-
entangled states to lower bound system entangle-
ment in the case of maximally correlated states,
defined presently: Let ρ be a density matrix of
a bipartite system, where each subsystem is d-
dimensional. The system is called maximally cor-
related [24] if and only if(
〈i|A ⊗ 〈j|B

)
ρ
(
|i〉A ⊗ |j〉B

)
= 〈i, j|ρ|i, j〉

= 0∀i 6= j.
(4)

Equivalence between Equation 4 and maximally
correlated states as defined by [24] is shown in
Appendix A. The only (potentially) nonzero di-
agonal entries of a maximally correlated system
ρMC will be denoted

ζk ≡ 〈k, k|ρMC |k, k〉 . (5)

The array of all d of these diagonal values will be
written

~ζ = 〈ζ1, ζ2, ..., ζd〉 (6)

and similar notation will be used for other arrays
of values (e.g. eigenvalues).

As all valid density operators are trace-1, keep
in mind

d∑
k=1

ζk = 1. (7)

All quantum states can be written as a
weighted sum of the outer product of pure states,
as shown in Equation 2. Such a sum is known
as a decomposition of ρ and is not unique. All
ρ will have a particular decomposition, known as
an eigendecomposition, such that

ρ =
∑
k

φk |φk〉 〈φk| (8)

where ρ |φk〉 = φk |φk〉. That is, ρ can be written
as an eigenvalue-weighted sum of its (orthonor-
mal) eigenvectors:

〈φn|φm〉 = δn,m (9)

and its nonnegative, real eigenvalues, which sum
to one, ∑

k

φk = 1. (10)

Applying this decomposition, we recognize that
the purity of ρ (Equation 3) is the squared sum
of its eigenvalues:

P(ρ) ≡ Tr(ρ2) = Tr(
∑
n

∑
m

φnφm |φn〉 〈φn|φm〉 〈φm|)

= Tr(
∑
n

φ2
n |φn〉 〈φn|)

=
∑
k

〈φk|
(∑
n

φ2
n |φn〉 〈φn|

)
|φk〉

P(ρ) =
∑
k

φ2
k. (11)

By the Schur-Horn theorem [25] for any Hermi-
tian matrix ρ (which all valid density operators
are), the eigenvalues of ρ will always majorize [26]
the diagonal values of ρ. That is, for a d2 system
ρ, if ~φ are its d2 eigenvalues and ~ι are its d2 diag-
onal entries (of the form ιd(i−1)+j = 〈i, j|ρ|i, j〉),
then ~φ will majorize ~ι (~φ � ~ι), meaning

m∑
k=1

φ[k] ≥
m∑
k=1

ι[k], for m = 1, 2, 3, ... (12)
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with equality for m = d2. Where the bracket
[·] notation indicates the elements have been re-
indexed in non-increasing order. I.e. it is an in-
dexing of array ~φ such that φ[1] ≥ φ[2] ≥ ... ≥
φ[d2] and likewise for ~ι. In addition, the bracket
notation will define φ[>d2] = 0. This is useful in
the general case when ~φ and~ι are different lengths
(e.g. length M and length N where M 6= N),
in which case majorization requires that Equa-
tion 12 is an equality for m = max(N,M).

As a maximally correlated ρMC will have only
d nonzero diagonal entries ~ζ (Equation 6), Equa-
tion 12 becomes

m∑
k=1

φ[k] ≥
m∑
k=1

ζ[k], for m = 1, 2, 3, .... (13)

with equality for m = max(d, d2) = d2. As ~ζ
is length-d and as all eigenvalues ~φ are nonneg-
ative, equality for m = d2 implies equality for
m ≥ d, meaning the array of eigenvalues ~φ has d
or fewer nonzero values for any maximally corre-
lated ρMC . Redefining ~φ as the array of nonzero
eigenvalues (rather than as the array of all eigen-
values), the length |~φ| ≤ d. Any state with K or
fewer nonzero eigenvalues ρ|~φ|≤K will have

P
(
ρ|~φ|≤K

)
∈
[ 1
K
, 1
]

(14)

with minimum value 1/K occurring when all K
nonzero eigenvalues of ρ|~φ|≤K have equal value
1/K. I.e. φ[k] = 1/K∀k. Then, as maximally
correlated states have d or fewer nonzero eigen-
values,

P(ρMC) ∈
[1
d
, 1
]
. (15)

2 Bounding entanglement
2.1 Relative entropy of entanglement
The (quantum) relative entropy [1] of state ρ to
state σ is

S(ρ||σ) = −S(ρ)− Tr(ρ log2 σ)
where S(ρ) ≡ −Tr(ρ log2 ρ)

(16)

and where log2 is the (base-2) matrix loga-
rithm [27]. Note that S(ρ) is the von Neumann
entropy of ρ [1]. Any quantum state σ is Her-
mitian, positive semidefinite and thus diagonaliz-
able with real, nonnegative eigenvalues. Let Uσ

be the matrix of eigenvectors for σ (where each
column is an eigenvector), then

∧σ = U †σσUσ (17)

where ∧σ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of
σ and U †σ is the conjugate transpose of Uσ. For
diagonalizable matrices, the matrix logarithm has
the convenient property [27]

log2(σ) = Uσ log2(∧σ)U †σ. (18)

Note that the logarithm of a diagonal matrix is
the diagonal matrix of the logarithm of each ele-
ment.

Klein’s inequality [1] shows S(ρ||σ) ≥ 0 for any
quantum states ρ and σ with equality if and only
if ρ = σ. Thus, the relative entropy roughly quan-
tifies the distinguishability of two states. The rel-
ative entropy of entanglement is an entanglement
measure defined

DREE(ρ) ≡ min
σ
S(ρ||σ) = S(ρ||σ∗)

= −S(ρ)− Tr(ρ log2 σ
∗),

(19)

where the minimum is taken over all separable
states σ [28, 29]. That is, DREE(ρ) is the relative
entropy between ρ and its most similar separable
state σ∗.

2.2 Bounds on relative entropy of entangle-
ment for maximally correlated states

We certify entanglement for maximally correlated
systems ρMC by lower-bounding the relative en-
tropy of entanglement DREE(ρMC) given knowl-
edge of ~ζ (Equation 5) and of the purity of ρMC :
PMC = P(ρMC) (Equation 3). The experimental
determination of these d + 1 parameters is dis-
cussed in Section 3.

Maximally correlated states ρMC of any dimen-
sion d have the special property [30] that the
choice of separable σ which minimizes S(ρMC ||σ)
is always the diagonal system

σ∗ ≡
d∑

k=1
〈k, k|ρMC |k, k〉 |kk〉 〈kk|

=
d∑

k=1
ζk |kk〉 〈kk| .

(20)

As maximally correlated ρMC have
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〈i, j|ρMC |k, l〉 = 0 whenever i 6= j or k 6= l,

Tr(ρ log2 σ
∗) =

d∑
k=1

ζk log2(ζk),

where 0 · log2(0) ≡ 0.
(21)

For any density matrix ρ which is diagonalized
by U producing the diagonal matrix ∧ of eigen-
values ~λ, i.e.

ρ = U ∧ U †,

it follows that

−S(ρ) = Tr(ρ log2 ρ) = Tr(ρU log2 ∧U †)
= Tr(U †ρU log2 ∧)
= Tr(∧ log2 ∧)
=
∑
n

λn log2 λn.

(22)

Then if ρMC has eigenvalues ~φ,

DREE(ρMC) =
∑
k

φk log2(φk)−
∑
k

ζk log2(ζk),

where 0 · log2(0) ≡ 0.
(23)

Given ~ζ, the second sum on the RHS of Equa-
tion 23 is computable. As we show in the follow-
ing, the purity PMC of ρMC will serve to lower
bound the first quantity (the negative von Neu-
mann entropy −S(ρMC)), i.e.

∑
k

φk log2(φk), (24)

and thereby lower bound DREE(ρMC).

Both ρMC and its eigenvalues ~φ are unknown;
however, the eigenvalues must obey Equation 10,
Equation 11, and Equation 13. This information
is sufficient to lower bound Equation 24 lever-
aging the method of Lagrange multipliers. The
method of Lagrange multipliers is an optimiza-
tion strategy for finding local extrema of a func-
tion (such as Equation 24) subject to equality
constraints (such as Equations 10 and 11) [31,
32].

The full derivation is lengthy and relegated to
Appendix B. We arrive at

−S(ρMC) =
∑
k

φk log2(φk) ≥ φa log2(φa) + (1− φa) log2

(1− φa
d− 1

)
, (25)

where φa = 1 +
√

(dPMC − 1)(d− 1)
d

.

Allowing the entropy of entanglement to be lower-bounded:

DREE(ρMC) =
∑
k

φk log2(φk)−
∑
k

ζk log2 ζk

≥ φa log2(φa) + (1− φa) log2

(1− φa
d− 1

)
−
∑
k

ζk log2 ζk.
(26)

for all d ≥ 2, PMC ∈ [1/d, 1]. Figure 1 plots the
lower bound of Equation 26 for equally maximally
correlated systems: ζk = 1/d∀k from d = 2 to
d = 12-dimensional.

2.3 Bounds for noisy maximally correlated
states
Some level of noise is expected in any practical
measurement. We assume the noise is white or
incoherent and takes the form of a diagonal den-
sity operator,

ρnoise =
∑
i

∑
j 6=i

λi,j |i, j〉 〈i, j| (27)

5
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Figure 1: The lower bound for DREE(ρMC) (Equa-
tion 26) as a function of measured purity PMC for
ideal ρMC of dimensions d = 2 through d = 12. The
ρMC are ideal in that the are maximally correlated with
〈k, k|ρ|k, k〉 = 1/d∀k. Any other set of 〈k, k|ρ|k, k〉 will
yield smaller lower bounds for a given d. Note that for
d = 2 and for PMC = 1∀d the equality holds.

where entries 〈k, k|ρnoise|k, k〉 = 0∀k. Then a
maximally correlated system with noise takes the
form

ρ = γρMC + (1− γ)ρnoise. (28)

Noise present in terms 〈k, k|ρ|k, k〉 ∀k is not ne-
glected; it is considered as a part of ρMC rather
than ρnoise.

As ρMC is maximally correlated, its d eigenvec-
tors |φk〉 corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues φk
must also be maximally correlated. Thus

|φk〉 =
∑
j

αj(k) |j, j〉 . (29)

i.e.

〈i, j|φk〉 = 0 ∀i 6= j. (30)

And so

ρnoise |φk〉 = 0∀k. (31)

The d(d − 1) eigenvectors of the diagonal ρnoise
which correspond to the non-zero eigenvalues
({λi,j}i 6=j) comprise the set {|i, j〉}i 6=j . We will
henceforth denote this d(d− 1)-length set {|m〉}.
We will write λi,j as λm and the entire d(d− 1)-
length array ~λ. It follows,

ρMC |m〉 = 0∀m. (32)

Consequently

ρ |m〉 = γρMC |m〉+ (1− γ)ρnoise |m〉
= 0 + (1− γ)λm |m〉

(33)

and

ρ |φk〉 = γρMC |φk〉+ (1− γ)ρnoise |φk〉
= γφk |φk〉+ 0.

(34)

The d2 eigenvectors of ρ are the d eigenvec-
tors {|φk〉} and the d(d − 1) eigenvectors {|m〉}
with eigenvalues γφk and (1− γ)λm. As a result,
ρ, ρMC , and ρnoise are mutually diagonalizable,
i.e.

∧ = U †ρU (35a)
∧MC = U †ρMCU (35b)
∧noise = U †ρnoiseU (35c)

using the same U .
Donald’s identity [33]: For density operator

ρ =
∑
k pkρk and density operator σ,∑

k

pkS(ρk||σ) = S(ρ||σ) +
∑
k

pkS(ρk||ρ). (36)

Let ρ be that of Equation 28 and let σ = σ∗∗,
an optimal separable state for which DREE(ρ) =
S(ρ||σ∗∗). Then applying Donald’s identity,

S(ρ||σ∗∗) =
γS(ρMC ||σ∗∗) + (1− γ)S(ρnoise||σ∗∗)
− γS(ρMC ||ρ)− (1− γ)S(ρnoise||ρ).

(37)

As σ∗∗ is a separable state which may not be (in
fact: is not) optimal for ρMC or ρnoise

S(ρMC ||σ∗∗) ≥ DREE(ρMC) (38)
S(ρnoise||σ∗∗) ≥ DREE(ρnoise) = 0. (39)

As for the third term in Equation 37,

S(ρMC ||ρ) = Tr(ρMC log2 ρMC)− Tr(ρMC log2 ρ)
=
∑
k

φk log2(φk)− Tr(ρMCU log2(∧)U †)

=
∑
k

φk log2(φk)− Tr(U †ρMCU log2(∧))

=
∑
k

φk log2(φk)− Tr(∧MC log2(∧)) (40)

=
∑
k

φk log2(φk)−
∑
k

φk log2(γφk)

=
∑
k

φk log2(1/γ)

= − log2(γ).

6



And similarly for ρnoise,

S(ρnoise||ρ) =
Tr(ρnoise log2 ρnoise)− Tr(ρnoise log2 ρ)
= − log2(1− γ)

(41)

Returning to Equation 37

DREE(ρ) = S(ρ||σ∗∗)
= γS(ρMC ||σ∗∗) + (1− γ)S(ρnoise||σ∗∗)− γS(ρMC ||ρ)− (1− γ)S(ρnoise||ρ)
= γS(ρMC ||σ∗∗) + (1− γ)S(ρnoise||σ∗∗) + γ log2(γ) + (1− γ) log2(1− γ)
≥ γDREE(ρMC) + γ log2(γ) + (1− γ) log2(1− γ)

(42)

The lower bound of DREE(ρMC) from Section 2.2
can be applied here; we need only determine
the purity PMC of ρMC in order to apply Equa-
tion 26. PMC can be determined from P of ρ:

P =
∑
k

(γφk)2 +
∑
m

((1− γ)λm)2

= γ2∑
k

φ2
k +

∑
m

((1− γ)λm)2

= γ2PMC + (1− γ)2∑
m

(λm)2

→ PMC = P − (1− γ)2∑
m(λm)2

γ2 (43)

In the incoherent noise case, we assume knowl-
edge of each unique λm in ~λ and apply Equa-
tion 43. In the white noise case, it is assumed
λm = 1

d(d−1)∀m and thus Equation 43 becomes

PMC = P − (1− γ)2/(d(d− 1))
γ2 . (44)

3 Experimental application

For Equation 26 and/or Equation 42 to be ap-
plied, ~ζ, ~λ, γ, and P must be experimentally
measurable. We discuss measuring ~ζ in the ideal
noise-free case in Section 3.1 and measuring ~ζ, ~λ,
and γ for the noisy case in Section 3.2. Measuring
purity P(ρ) is discussed in Section 3.3.

3.1 Maximally correlated states

For biparite d2-dimensional ρ which is believed
to be maximally correlated, a simultaneous mea-

surement

q =
d∑
i=1

∑
j 6=i
〈i, j|ρ|i, j〉 (45)

of all non-correlated outcomes in the computa-
tional basis can be made. If q = 0, ρ is confirmed
to be a maximally correlated state by definition
(Equation 4). Here, q is written as a single mea-
surement, but practically may require d distinct
measurements which can then be summed. If, for
instance, |i, j〉AB represents a two-photon state
with photon A in state |i〉A and photon B in state
|j〉B, then we may first route photon A state |1〉A
to detector a and photon B states |2〉B through
|d〉B to detector b and measure simultaneous de-
tection rate, determining

∑
j 6=1 〈1, j|ρ|1, j〉. The

process may be iterated for |2〉A and |j 6= 2〉B and
so on, until q can be computed from d total mea-
surements.

Once ρ has been shown to be maximally cor-
related (ρ = ρMC) the d distinct correlated mea-
surements should be made,

ζj = 〈j, j|ρMC |j, j〉 (46)

and purity measured (see Section 3.3). After
these 2d + 1 measurements, Equation 26 can be
applied to lower bound DREE(ρMC).

3.2 Noisy maximally correlated states
If q 6= 0 but is instead a small positive quantity
– and if the process which generates ρ is a corre-
lated one – for example, a process which gener-
ates a bipartite system which must obey energy
conservation and whose outputs therefore must

7



be energy-correlated – then we may treat ρ as
a maximally correlated state experiencing either
white noise or incoherent noise, as in Equation 28.
γ can be determined, from the d correlation

measurements,

γ =
∑d
j=1 〈j, j|ρ|j, j〉

q+
∑d
j=1 〈j, j|ρ|j, j〉

. (47)

Making

ζj = 〈j, j|ρ|j, j〉
γ

. (48)

Depending on the system, we might either assume
white noise,

λm = q
d(d− 1) , (49)

or make the measurements of the uncorrelated
states 〈i, j|ρ|i, j〉 more granular – making up to
d(d− 1) measurements in total – to uniquely de-
termine all λm. In either case, after these mea-
surements are made, purity P should be mea-
sured (see Section 3.3) and then PMC deter-
mined (using Equation 43 or Equation 44). Then
DREE(ρMC) can be lower bounded using Equa-
tion 26 and finally used in Equation 42 to lower
bound DREE(ρ).

In the white noise case, 1 purity measurement
is required, d measurements are needed to de-
termine all d elements in 〈j, j|ρ|j, j〉 ∀j, and d
measurements are used to determine q. It is
then assumed that all d(d− 1) elements in ~λ are
equal (i.e. Equation 49). In the incoherent noise
case, the same 1 purity measurement and the
same d measurements are needed to determine
〈j, j|ρ|j, j〉 ∀j. In this case we do not assume all
elements in ~λ are equal and instead may choose
to measure all d(d−1) elements individually (i.e.
〈i, j|ρ|i, j〉 ∀i 6= j). In summary in the white noise
case, 2d+ 1 measurements are used. In the inco-
herent noise case, up to d2 + 1 measurements are
made.

3.3 Measuring purity
The purity of ρ (P(ρ) = Tr(ρ2)) is a nonlin-
ear quantity and cannot be directly measured
from ρ. However, if two identically prepared ρ
can be simultaneously generated, then a direct
linear measurement of the purity of ρ is possi-
ble [34]. For optical systems, the measurement

can be made with a beamsplitter followed by a
parity measurement [34, 35, 36, 37]. In this ar-
rangement, the two-photon state ρ is prepared
twice, simultaneously (i.e. ρ1 and ρ2 are prepared
where ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ). ρ1 enters one input port
of the beamsplitter and ρ2 enters the other input
port. The number of photons emerging from each
port of the beamsplitter is recorded. A measure-
ment is even-parity when the number of photons
measured at each detector is even (i.e. 4-0, 0-
4, or 2-2); a measurement is odd-parity when an
odd number of photons are measured at each de-
tector (i.e. 3-1, 1-3). A higher-order version of
HOM interference [38] demands only even parity
events occur when the states entering the beam-
splitter are pure and identical, ρ1 = ρ2 = |ψ〉 〈ψ|.
When the incoming states are mixed or dissim-
ilar, odd parity events will occur at an increas-
ing rate. A parity measurement assigns a value
of x = +1 to even-parity events and a value of
x = −1 to odd-parity events. The expectation
value 〈x〉 = Tr(ρ2) = P(ρ) returns the purity of
ρ (see Appendix C for a derivation of this result).
While nontrivial, a direct measurement of purity
is possible and may be preferable to the large
number of interferometric measurements other-
wise necessary for entanglement certification.

4 Discussion
4.1 Entanglement dimension
For a maximally-entangled bipartite state with
subsystems of dimension d, the relative entropy
of entanglement can be no greater than log2(d).
Then for a given D∗REE the number of entangled
dimensions in the system d∗ must be

d∗ ≥
⌈
2D∗REE

⌉
. (50)

This relationship allows us a rapid means of quan-
tifying the dimensionality of entanglement in a
high-dimensional system and providing an eas-
ily understood metric to users. In place of lower
bounding DREE as in Figure 1, we can bound d∗.
Figure 2 bounds d∗ for ideal ρMC of dimension
d = 3 to d = 12 in the maximally correlated case
where 〈k, k|ρMC |k, k〉 = 1/d∀k.

4.2 Connection to mutual information
The majority of the work dedicated to bound-
ing the relative entropy of entanglement in Sec-
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d = 3 through d = 12 where 〈k, k|ρMC |k, k〉 = 1/d∀k.
While the function is integer-valued, the plotted values
have been offset somewhat for readability.

tion 2.2 centered around lower bounding the neg-
ative von Neumann entropy −S(ρ). Also appre-
ciate that this quantity appears in the definition
of the mutual information I(ρ). Let ρ be a two-
party system comprised of party A and party B.

I(ρ) ≡ S(ρA) + S(ρB)− S(ρ). (51)

Where ρA = TrB(ρ) and ρB = TrA(ρ). I.e. ρA

(ρB ) is the two-party system ρ with party B (A)
traced-out. TrB (TrA) is a partial trace operation
with respect to system B (A). Assuming ρ is a
maximally correlated system, ρMC :

ρAMC = TrB(ρMC)
=
∑
k

〈k|B
∑
u,v

αu,v |u, u〉AB 〈v, v|AB |k〉B

=
∑
k

αk,k |k〉A 〈k|A . (52)

And similarly, ρBMC =
∑
k αk,k |k〉B 〈k|B. That is,

both ρAMC and ρBMC are identical, diagonal oper-
ators. By Equation 5, αk,k = ζk. Therefore

S(ρAMC) = S(ρBMC) = −
∑
k

ζk log2 ζk. (53)

Inserting into Equation 51,

I(ρMC) = S(ρAMC) + S(ρBMC)− S(ρMC)
= −2

∑
k

ζk log2 ζk +−S(ρMC). (54)

Therefore, for maximally correlated systems, the
lower bound of −S(ρMC) found in this work

(Equation 25) also enables the lower bound of
quantities such as mutual information (Equa-
tion 51). With some modifications, mutual infor-
mation can also be lower-bounded for the noisy
maximally correlated states like those covered in
Section 2.3.

4.3 Von Neumann entropy in other measures

Taking a broader perspective: while this work
is motivated by the certification of entanglement
in high-dimensional, maximally-correlated states,
the lower bound derived in Appendix B (Equa-
tion 25/Equation B39) has greater applicability.
Equation B39 is the lower bound on the negative
von Neumann entropy of a state, −S(ρ), found
using Equation 10 and Equation 11. This state
ρ need not be maximally correlated. If K is the
number of nonzero eigenvalues in state ρ and P
is the purity of ρ then Equation B39 still holds.
Letting K replace d and P replace PMC :

−S(ρ) ≥

φa log2(φa) + (1− φa) log2

(1− φa
K − 1

)
,
(55)

where φa = 1 +
√

(KP − 1)(K − 1)
K

.

With knowledge of purity P and K for a state ρ,
this lower bound on the negative von Neumann
entropy may prove useful for other quantum in-
formation applications. Negative von Neumann
entropy, in addition to appearing in the expres-
sion for mutual information (see Section 4.2), also
appears in the super dense coding capacity of a
channel [39]. (Positive) von Neumann entropy
appears in other information applications [40],
which may find the upper bound of this quantity
useful.

As for the two required parameters for an ar-
bitrary state ρ: Purity P can be measured as de-
scribed in Section 3.3. As shown in Section 1.2,
the maximum number of nonzero eigenvaluesK is
less or equal to the number of nonzero measure-
ments of 〈i, j|ρ|i, j〉 ∀i∀j. See Section 2.3 for a
discussion of this measurement. Appreciate, the
bounds on Equation 55 become more favorable
for smaller values of K. These two parameters,
P and K, are experimentally accessible for arbi-
trary ρ with d2 + 1 measurements.
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5 Conclusion
There exists a fundamental trade-off for separa-
ble and dimension-limited states between their
strength of correlations in any basis and their pu-
rity. Here, we have applied this trade-off and
derived useful lower bounds for system entan-
glement using the relative entropy of entangle-
ment for maximally-correlated quantum states.
These bounds allow experimental entanglement
certification for high-dimensional systems while
demanding neither a large number of measure-
ments in multiple (unbiased) bases of a quantum
state nor a large number of interferometric mea-
surements on a quantum state. The challenges of
both of these approaches have been replaced by
a single difficult measurement: the quantum sys-
tem’s purity. Purity itself is not even required:
only a valid lower bound. While such a measure-
ment is challenging in its own right, it is possi-
ble to make the measurement directly and signif-
icantly reduces the number of difficult measure-
ments needed to certify a high-dimensional sys-
tem’s entanglement.

Avenues for improvement on this work include
fewer assumptions regarding the form of the noise
on the system and potentially including bounds
for non-maximally correlated states.
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A Definition of maximally correlated states
We show that the definition of maximally correlated states in Ref [24] – that any maximally correlated
state ρMC can be written

ρMC =
min{dA,dB}∑

u,v=1
αuv |uu〉AB 〈vv|AB (A1)

where dA and dB are the dimensions of subsystems A and B respectively – is equivalent to the one
used in this work –

〈i, j|ρMC |i, j〉 = 0∀i 6= j. (A2)

– when ρMC is a density operator.
In the forward direction

〈i, j|ρMC |i, j〉 = 〈i, j|
min{dA,dB}∑

u,v=1
αuv |u, u〉 〈v, v| |i, j〉

=
min{dA,dB}∑

u,v=1
αuv 〈i, j|u, u〉 〈v, v|i, j〉

=
{
αj,j , i = j

0, i 6= j

→ 〈i, j|ρMC |i, j〉 = 0∀i 6= j.

(A3)

As for the reverse direction: Let ρMC be a density operator, meaning it can be written

ρMC =
∑
u

wu |ψu〉 〈ψu| (A4)
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where wu are all positive real. Then

〈i, j|ρMC |i, j〉 = 0∀i 6= j∑
u

wu|〈i, j|ψu〉|2 = 0∀i 6= j

As wu are positive,→ 〈i, j|ψu〉 = 0∀u∀i 6= j.

therefore, 〈i, j|ρ|k, l〉 =
∑
u

wu 〈i, j|ψu〉 〈ψu|k, l〉 = 0 when i 6= j or k 6= l.

(A5)

Thus, 〈i, j|ρ|k, l〉 can take a potentially non-zero value αjk only when i = j and k = l,

〈j, j|ρMC |k, k〉 = αjk∀j, k → ρMC =
min{dA,dB}∑

u,v=1
αuv |u, u〉 〈v, v| (A6)

As both definitions imply one another for any density operator ρMC , they are equivalent.

B Lower bound via method of Lagrange multipliers
Section 2.2 observes that – for maximally correlated systems – a lower bound on the relative entropy of
entanglement can be determined by finding the array of nonzero eigenvalues ~φ which minimize Equa-
tion 24 (the negative von Neumann entropy) while obeying Equation 10, Equation 11, and Equation 13.
Repeated here, with the bounds made explicit:

d∑
k=1

φk log2(φk) (24)

d∑
k=1

φk = 1 (10)

PMC =
d∑

k=1
φ2
k (11)

m∑
k=1

φ[k] ≥
m∑
k=1

ζ[k], for m = 1, 2, 3, ...d with equality for m = d (13)

where PMC ∈ [1/d, 1] (Equation 15) and ~ζ are known quantities.
Before preceding to the method of Lagrange multipliers, which can be used to lower bound Equa-

tion 24 given the constraints, we note the cases where the constrained solution is unique and thus no
lower bound need be found. For PMC = 1, there is only one possible set of eigenvalues which satisfy
both Equation 10 and Equation 11: φk = δ1,k∀k. In this case, Equation 24 = 0. For PMC = 1/d, the
only possible set of eigenvalues is φk = 1/d∀k. In this case, Equation 24 = − log2(d). Finally, the con-
straint equations also yield a unique solution for all PMC when d = 2. In this case the two eigenvalues,
φ+ and φ−, are φ± = .5± .5

√
2PMC − 1. In conclusion, determining the minimum constrained value

of Equation 24 is nontrivial only when d ≥ 3 and PMC ∈ (1/d, 1). The nontrivial cases will necessitate
using the method of Lagrange multipliers.

Again, the method of Lagrange multipliers is an optimization strategy for finding local extrema of
a function (such as Equation 24) subject to equality constraints (such as Equations 10 and 11). The
method finds the array of parameters ~φ∗ (subject to the equality constraints) which either maximizes or
minimizes the function of interest, Equation 24. That array can then be substituted into the function
of interest (the objective function) to return its constrained extremum. When this extremum is a
minimum, it will serve as a lower bound for Equation 24.

Derivation of the constrained minimum will proceed with four major steps. First, the function
given by Equation 24 (a function of the d-length array of eigenvalues, ~φ = 〈φ1, φ2, ..., φd〉) is not fully
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compatible with the method of Lagrange multipliers. We will replace it with a function f(~φ), which
approximates Equation 24 with precision determined by ε. As ε → 0, f(~φ) goes to Equation 24. (At
the conclusion of the derivation, we will find the constrained minimum of f(~φ) is independent of ε
once ε is sufficiently close to zero. Therefore the minimum also applies to Equation 24). Second: the
method of Lagrange multipliers will be used on the approximate function f(~φ). It will not definitively
return the optimal ~φ∗, but rather will show us the form the optimal solution must take. Third: it
will follow from step two that for any given d ≥ 3 and any given PMC ∈ (1/d, 1), we will find d − 1
candidate solutions, one of which will be the optimal ~φ∗. Function f(~φ) will be written in terms of
these candidate solutions, simplifying the expression and allowing it to be written as a function of a
single discrete variable sa: f(sa). This will prepare us for the fourth and final step: determining which
of these candidates minimizes f(sa); this delivers us ~φ∗ and the constrained minimum f(~φ = ~φ∗) and
thus the lower bound of Equation 24.

B.1 Approximate function
Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers generally requires that the objective function and the
constraint function(s) have continuous first derivatives (and continuous second derivatives are also
frequently assumed). In addition, the method requires that the entire domain Rd is considered (where
d is the size of ~φ). The (negative) entropy function φ log(φ) suffers from a lack of continuity at φ = 0
and is not defined for φ < 0. To sidestep these issues, we define

f1(φ) =

φ log2(φ) φ > ε
φ2

ε2 ln(2) + φ log2(ε)− ε
2 ln(2) φ ≤ ε

(B1)

for some small ε where 0 < ε� 1/d.
The constructed function f1(φ) is continuous with continuous first and second derivatives:

df1(φ)
dφ

=


1

ln(2) + log2(φ) φ > ε
φ

ε ln(2) + log2(ε) φ ≤ ε
; (B2)

d2f1(φ)
dφ2 =


1

φ ln(2) φ > ε
1

ε ln(2) φ ≤ ε
. (B3)

f1(φ) is equal to the (negative) entropy function φ log2(φ) for φ > ε and approximates it for 0 ≤ φ ≤ ε,
with the greatest deviation occurring at φ = 0 where 0 · log2(0) ≡ 0 and f1(0) = −ε

2 ln(2) . The (negative)
entropy function is undefined for φ < 0. Function f1, however, is defined everywhere in R. Instead of
working with Equation 24, we leverage f1(φ) and define the replacement objective function

f(~φ) =
d∑

k=1
f1(φk) (B4)

where ~φ = 〈φ1, φ2, ...φd〉 ∈ Rd. Function f(~φ) maps an array of d real numbers to a single real value
(f : Rd → R). This concludes the first step in our derivation, finding a function which can approximate
Equation 24 and is compatible with the method of Lagrange multipliers. We now proceed to the second
step: the actual application of the method of Lagrange multipliers.

B.2 Method of Lagrange multipliers
We wish to minimize f(~φ) (Equation B4), given the constraints

g1(~φ) =
(

d∑
k=1

φk

)
− 1 = 0 (B5)

g2(~φ) =
(

d∑
k=1

φ2
k

)
− PMC = 0, (B6)
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which are a reformat of Equations 10 and 11 where PMC is in (1/d, 1).
Let ~φ∗ be an input which minimizes f(~φ) while satisfying the constraints, i.e.

f( ~φ∗) = min
~φ∈Rd s.t. g1(~φ)=g2(~φ)=0

(
f(~φ)

)
(B7)

(where s.t. stands for “subject to”). As f(~φ), g1(~φ), and g2(~φ) all have continuous first (and second)
derivatives everywhere: by the Lagrange multiplier theorem [31, Chap 1, Sect 9] [32, Chap 7, Sect 1],
there will exist unique and real constants λ1, λ2 such that

∇f( ~φ∗) = λ1∇g1( ~φ∗) + λ2∇g2( ~φ∗). (B8)

where ∇f( ~φ∗) is the length-d vector of partial derivatives of f(~φ) evaluated at ~φ∗, i.e. 〈∂f(~φ)
∂φk
|φ∗
k
〉.

∇gn( ~φ∗) for n = 1, 2 are similarly defined. The Lagrange multiplier theorem will hold so long as the
vectors ∇g1( ~φ∗) and ∇g2( ~φ∗) are linearly independent at ~φ∗ and so long as we are considering the case
where ~φ is at least length-3, i.e. d ≥ 3, (as the number of variables must exceed the number (two) of
constraints).

Equation B8 can be written as d equations (for k = 1, 2, ..., d). For each k:
1

ln(2) + log2(φ∗k) = λ1 + 2φ∗kλ2, φ∗k > ε
φ∗k

ε ln(2) + log2(ε) = λ1 + 2φ∗kλ2, φ∗k ≤ ε
(B9)

We use Equation(s) B9 to examine the form the optimal solution ~φ∗ will take. If ~φ∗ contains multiple
elements less than ε (φ∗n, φ∗m ≤ ε) then

λ1 = φ∗n
ε ln(2) + log2(ε)− 2φ∗nλ2 = φ∗m

ε ln(2) + log2(ε)− 2φ∗mλ2

→ φ∗n

( 1
ε ln(2) − 2λ2

)
= φ∗m

( 1
ε ln(2) − 2λ2

)
→ φ∗n = φ∗m for all φ∗n, φ

∗
m ≤ ε (B10)

Thus if the optimal solution ~φ∗ contains multiple elements ≤ ε all such elements are equal. We call
this value φs ≤ ε. That is: if φ∗k ≤ ε then φ∗k = φs.

If ~φ∗ contains multiple elements greater than ε (φ∗n, φ∗m > ε) then

λ1 = 1
ln(2) + log2(φ∗n)− 2φ∗nλ2 = 1

ln(2) + log2(φ∗m)− 2φ∗mλ2

→ λ2 = log2(φ∗m/φ∗n)
2(φ∗m − φ∗n) when φ∗m 6= φ∗n and φ∗n, φ

∗
m > ε. (B11)

Note the function on the R.H.S. of Equation B11 is, for a given φ∗n, a monotonically decreasing function
of φ∗m (ignoring the point where φ∗m = φ∗n). In order for λ2 to be a constant, only two (or fewer) distinct
values are permitted for all φ∗k ∈ ~φ∗ where φ∗k ≥ ε. We call these values φa and φb (where φa > φb).
That is, for all k, if φ∗k ≥ ε then either φ∗k = φa or φ∗k = φb. When ~φ∗ contains only one unique value
> ε, we will label it φa and leave quantity φb undefined.

Thus far, we see the optimal solution ~φ∗ contains three or fewer unique elements: φa > φb > ε ≥ φs
where again ε is a positive quantity taken arbitrarily close to zero. In fact, in the following we will
show ~φ∗ contains only two or fewer unique elements.

To meet constraint g1 (Equation B5), ~φ∗ must have nonnegative elements of appreciable magnitude
(> ε). Consequently, ~φ∗ must contain some elements equal to φa and may or may not contain other
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elements equal to φb and/or φs. If ~φ∗ contains both element φA > ε (where A = a or A = b) and
element φs then

λ1 = 1
ln(2) + log2(φA)− 2φAλ2 = φs

ε ln(2) + log2(ε)− 2φsλ2

→ λ2 =
log2(φA/ε) + (1− φs

ε ) log2(e)
2(φA − φs)

. (B12)

where e is Euler’s number. We will show presently that, for a given φs, the function on the R.H.S
of Equation B12 is a monotonically decreasing function of φA (whenever φA > ε ≥ φs). As λ2 is a
constant, only one distinct value of φA is permitted. Therefore, if the optimal solution ~φ∗ contains
element(s) equal to φs then all other elements are equal to φa and no third value (represented by φb)
can appear in ~φ∗. The R.H.S of Equation B12 is shown to be monotonic as follows: See that the
derivative of the R.H.S. is

∂(R.H.S. of Equation B12)
∂φA

= log2(e)
2(φA − φs)2 ·

(
ln(ε/φA) + φs

(1
ε
− 1
φA

))
. (B13)

Of course, the multiplier term log2(e)
2(φA−φs)2 is positive and the first term ln(ε/φA) is negative. As ε−1 −

φ−1
A > 0, the second term is nonpositive when φs ≤ 0. Therefore Equation B13 is negative when
φs ≤ 0.

Now we consider the case where φs is positive, i.e. φs ∈ (0, ε]. It follows

φs

(1
ε
− 1
φA

)
< 1− ε

φA
. (B14)

Note that

1− x < ln(1/x) ∀x ∈ (0, 1). (B15)

As φA > ε, substitute x = ε/φA and apply Equation B15 to the R.H.S. of Equation B14:

1− ε

φA
< ln

(
φA
ε

)
=
∣∣∣∣ln( ε

φA

)∣∣∣∣ (B16)

then

φs

(1
ε
− 1
φA

)
<

∣∣∣∣ln( ε

φA

)∣∣∣∣ (B17)

when φs is positive. As the magnitude of the negative term (ln(ε/φA)) exceeds that of the positive
term (φs(ε−1 − φ−1

A )) in Equation B13, the quantity is negative (for φs ∈ (0, ε]).
Having shown Equation B13 is negative for both positive and negative φs, we can state generally

that

∂(R.H.S. of Equation B12)
∂φA

< 0 for φA > ε ≥ φs, (B18)

verifying the initial claim that R.H.S. of Equation B12 is a monotonically decreasing function of φA
(whenever φA > ε). The significance of this result: if the optimal solution contains elements φa and
φs it cannot also contain value φb because – as λ2 (Equation B12) is a constant – two distinct values
of φA (e.g. both φa and φb) cannot satisfy it.

In summary, as the optimal solution ~φ∗ must contain element(s) equal to φa and cannot simultane-
ously contain both φs and φb: when the method of Lagrange multipliers holds, the optimal solution
~φ∗ contains two or fewer unique elements. We call these elements φa and φx. As previously defined,
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φa must exist and be strictly greater than ε. If it exists, φx is less than φa and can be either greater
or less than ε. However, as a consequence of constraint g2 (Equation B6)

|φ∗k| ≤
√
PMC < 1∀k

→ φa, |φx| < 1. (B19)

and therefore φa ∈ (ε, 1) and φx ∈ (−1, φa).
The method of Lagrange multipliers can only fail to find the optimal constrained solution when
∇g1( ~φ∗) ∝ ∇g2( ~φ∗). This occurs only when all elements in ~φ∗ are equal. I.e. this is the case where φx
does not exist and φ∗k = φa = 1/d∀k. This case is trivial and (by the constraints) only occurs when
PMC = 1/d. As we are interested in the region PMC ∈ (1/d, 1), this trivial case can never occur and
therefore there are no points where the method of Lagrange multipliers can fail. If an optimal solution
exists (when purity 1/d < PMC < 1 and dimension d ≥ 3), the method of Lagrange multiplier cannot
fail to find it.

An optimal solution does exist. The function f1(φ) has a minimum value (f1(φ = e−1) = − log2(e)/e)
and consequently f(~φ) cannot decrease indefinitely. As f(~φ) is clearly not a constant, it has a con-
strained minimum. As this minimum does not occur in a region where the method of Lagrange
multipliers can fail (where the elements of ~φ are all equal), it will be identified by the method of
Lagrange multipliers.

This completes the second step. We have determined that the constrained minimum of f(~φ) occurs
at a ~φ of the form

~φ∗ = 〈φ1 = φa, φ2 = φa, ..., φsa = φa, φsa+1 = φx, ..., φd = φx〉 (B20)

(and all permutations thereof; the function is symmetric) where sa is some integer index less or equal
to d − 1. In the third step the function f(~φ) will be written in terms of φa and φx and ultimately in
terms of sa.

B.3 Candidate solutions

As the optimal solution ~φ∗ contains two unique values φa > φx, the constraints (Equation B5 and
Equation B6) can be written

saφa + (d− sa)φx = 1 (B21)
saφ

2
a + (d− sa)φ2

x = PMC . (B22)

where sa is an integer between 1 and d− 1 and where 1 > φa � ε and φx ∈ (−1, φa). (The ±1 limits
are a consequence of Equation B19.) Each value of sa corresponds to a different candidate solution,
one of which (by the method of Lagrange multipliers) will be optimal.

Appreciate that the average value of the d terms in Equation B21 is 1/d. As φa and φx are both
present and unique and as φa is the larger of the two: φa > 1/d and φx < 1/d. This allows us to select
the proper root when solving for Equation B21 and Equation B22 to arrive at

φa =
1 +

√
d−sa
sa
· (dPMC − 1)
d

= 1− (d− sa)φx
sa

, (B23)

φx =
1−

√
sa
d−sa · (dPMC − 1)

d
= 1− saφa

d− sa
. (B24)

As an aside, it follows

φx − φa = −
√
dPMC − 1√
sa(d− sa)

. (B25)
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And as sa ∈ [1, d − 1] and PMC ∈ (1/d, 1), the numerator −
√
dPMC − 1 ∈ (0,−

√
d− 1) and the

denominator√
sa(d− sa) ∈ [

√
d− 1, d/2]. Consequently:

−1 = −
√
d− 1√
d− 1

< φx − φa <
0√
d− 1

= 0→ φx − φa ∈ (−1, 0), (B26)

which will be useful in the following section.
Inserting the known form of ~φ∗ (Equation B20) into f(~φ) (Equation B4),

f(~φ) = f(sa) =

saφa log2(φa) + (d− sa)φx log2(φx), φx > ε

saφa log2(φa) + (d− sa)
(

φ2
x

ε2 ln(2) + φx log2(ε)− ε
2 ln(2)

)
, φx ≤ ε.

(B27)

Writing f(sa) in place of f(~φ) acknowledges that, as both φx and φa are functions of discrete variable
sa, Equation B27 is also a single-variable function (of sa). For completeness, we would like to write the
regions of the piecewise function in terms of sa, rather than φx. To do so, we first study the derivatives
of Equation B23 and Equation B24:

∂φa
∂sa

=
−
√

sa
d−sa · (dPMC − 1)

2s2
a

= dφx − 1
2s2
a

= φx − φa
2sa

(B28)

∂φx
∂sa

=
−
√

d−sa
sa
· (dPMC − 1)

2(d− sa)2 = 1− dφa
2(d− sa)2 = φx − φa

2(d− sa)
. (B29)

As φx−φa < 0 and d−sa ≥ 1, both derivatives are negative. Consequentially φa and φx are monotonic
and thus injective functions of sa, as one might assume. Then it will be simple to convert regions in
terms of φx to regions in terms of sa. To find the value of sa where φx = ε (denoted sa(φx=ε))

ε = φx =
1−

√ sa(φx=ε)
d−sa(φx=ε)

· (dPMC − 1)
d

→
(

sa(φx=ε)
d− sa(φx=ε)

)
· (dPMC − 1) = (1− dε)2

→sa(φx=ε) = (1− dε)2

PMC − 2ε+ dε2
≡ Q. (B30)

Appreciate that Q approaches 1/PMC from below as ε→ 0. Now the objective function (Equation B27)
can be written more formally in terms of sa,

f(sa) =

saφa log2(φa) + (d− sa)φx log2(φx), 1 ≤ sa < Q

saφa log2(φa) + (d− sa)
(

φ2
x

ε2 ln(2) + φx log2(ε)− ε
2 ln(2)

)
, d− 1 ≥ sa ≥ Q.

(B31)

We have concluded step three of the derivation. We have written the objective function in terms of
its d− 1 potential minima (sa = 1, 2, 3, ..., d− 1). In the final step we will determine which of solutions
yields the actual constrained minimum.

B.4 Optimal solution and lower bound
There are d−1 candidate solutions to Equation B31 represented by sa = 1, 2, 3, ..., d−1. According to
the method of Lagrange multipliers, one of these will correspond to the constrained minimum of f(~φ).
That is, if s∗a is the integer value which minimizes f(sa), then f(s∗a) is the constrained minimum of f(~φ)
and the minimizing ~φ∗ is described by Equation B20 with φa(s∗a) and φx(s∗a) given by Equation B23
and Equation B24. To determine s∗a, we will treat sa as a continuous variable and take the derivative of
f(sa) with respect to sa. We will find that ∂f(sa)/∂sa is always positive (on sa ∈ [1, d−1]), regardless
of d or PMC , and therefore in all cases s∗a = 1.
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The derivative of Equation B31 is

∂f(sa)
∂sa

=



log2(e) ·
(
sa

∂φa
∂sa

(ln(φa) + 1) + φa ln(φa)

+ (d− sa)∂φx∂sa
(ln(φx) + 1)− φx ln(φx)

)
, 1 < sa < Q

log2(e) ·
(
sa

∂φa
∂sa

(ln(φa) + 1) + φa ln(φa)

+ (d− sa)∂φx∂sa

(
φx
ε + ln(ε)

)
−
(
φ2
x

2ε + φx ln(ε)− ε
2

))
, d− 1 ≥ sa ≥ Q.

(B32)

Applying Equation B28 and Equation B29 and simplifying,

∂f(sa)
∂sa

=

log2(e) ·
(
φx − φa +

(
φx+φa

2

)
ln(φa/φx)

)
, 1 < sa < Q

log2(e)
2 ·

(
(φx − φa) + (φx + φa) ln(φa/ε)−

(
φaφx
ε

)
+ ε
)
, d− 1 ≥ sa ≥ Q.

(B33)

First consider the 1 < sa < Q case (i.e. the φx > ε case). Define x ≡ φa/φx. Note that as φa > φx
in general and as φx is positive in this case (as φx > ε > 0) x is strictly greater than one. For x > 1
the inequality

ln(x) > 2
(
x− 1
x+ 1

)
holds. Consequently, replacing x with φa/φx yields

ln(φa/φx) >
(
φx
φx

)
· 2
(
φa/φx − 1
φa/φx + 1

)
= 2 ·

(
φa − φx
φa + φx

)
→φx − φa +

(
φa + φx

2

)
ln(φa/φx) > 0. (B34)

Therefore in the 1 < sa < Q case, the derivative of f(sa) with respect to sa (Equation B33) is strictly
positive.

Now examine the second case, where d − 1 ≥ sa ≥ Q (i.e. φx ≤ ε). As φx − φa ∈ (−1, 0)
(Equation B26), if the quantity

−1 + (φx + φa) ln(φa/ε)−
(
φaφx
ε

)
+ ε > 0 (B35)

then ∂f(sa)
∂sa

is positive for d− 1 ≥ sa ≥ Q (Equation B33). It is sufficient to show

(φx + φa) ln(φa/ε)−
(
φaφx
ε

)
− 1

= φa ln(φa/ε) + (−φx)
(
φa
ε
− ln(φa/ε)

)
− 1 ≥ 0 (B36)

for Equation B35 to hold and to prove ∂f(sa)
∂sa

is positive.
Again, showing Equation B36 holds in the region φx ≤ ε (i.e. −φx ≥ −ε) is sufficient to show f(sa)

increases monotonically in that region. Recognize that as φa > 1/d� ε,

φa
ε
� 1

and consequently the quantity

φa
ε
− ln

(
φa
ε

)
> 0.
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Make three final notes, (1) that ln(φa/ε) is positive; (2) that φa ln(φa/(eε)) is monotonically increasing
with φa; and (3) that −ε ln(ε) is positive (as ε is positive and less than 1). Then

φa ln(φa/ε) + (−φx)
(
φa
ε
− ln(φa/ε)

)
− 1 ≥ φa ln(φa/ε)− ε

(
φa
ε
− ln(φa/ε)

)
− 1

≥ φa ln(φa/ε)− φa + ε ln(φa)− ε ln(ε)− 1 ≥ φa (ln(φa/ε)− 1) + ε ln(1/d)− 1

= φa ln
(
φa
εe

)
+ ε ln(1/d)− 1 ≥

(1
d

)
· (− ln (edε)− dε ln(d)− d)

= − ln(e1+dd1+dεε)
d

(B37)

If the final quantity in Equation B37 is positive then Equation B36 will be positive as well. Equa-
tion B37 is positive whenever

ε <
1

e1+dd1+dε .

We need not overanalyze this inequality. As we have already presupposed that ε � 1/d we know
dε� 1. Therefore

ε <
1

e1+dd1+δ (B38)

(where δ is small and positive) is (in conjunction with ε� 1/d, i.e. ε < δ/d) a sufficient condition for
Equation B33 to be positive in the d− 1 ≥ sa ≥ Q case.

We have shown that – for ε � 1/d (and more explicitly when ε satisfies Equation B38) – f(sa) is
a strictly increasing function of sa in 1 ≤ sa ≤ d − 1. As such, f(sa) achieves its minimum value
at s∗a = 1 and f(sa = 1) is the constrained minimum of f(~φ) according to the method of Lagrange
multipliers.

Thus, applying Equation B23 (middle equality) and Equation B24 (right equality) to f(sa) (Equa-
tion B31) for sa = 1, the constrained minimum is

f(sa = 1) = f( ~φ∗) = φa log2(φa) + (1− φa) log2

(1− φa
d− 1

)
(B39)

where φa = 1 +
√

(dPMC − 1)(d− 1)
d

Appreciate that this solution is physically reasonable for the problem of interest. As d−1 > dPMC −1
the quantity dPMC−1

d−1 is less than 1 and

φx = 1−
√

(dPMC − 1)/(d− 1)
d

> 0 (B40)

making all elements in ~φ∗ nonnegative, as would be required if these elements were the genuine eigen-
values of the system. More significantly, the minimum occurs in Rd>0, where the actual function of
interest, Equation 24, is defined.

Most importantly, the minimized value of f(~φ) is not a function of ε, so long as ε is sufficiently small
(Equation B38). Thus we can take ε arbitrarily close to zero and Equation B4 becomes an arbitrarily
good approximation of the actual negative entropy function of interest (Equation 24). Consequently,
the constrained minimum of Equation B4 is the lower bound for Equation 24. That is, Equation B39
is the lower bound of Equation 24 when d ≥ 3 and PMC ∈ (1/d, 1).

Conveniently, while Equation B39 is derived for the d ≥ 3 and PMC ∈ (1/d, 1) case, note that it is
also the correct form of the solution in the d = 2 for all PMC ∈ [.5, 1] cases and is the correct form of
the solution for any value of d in all PMC = 1 and PMC = 1/d cases (if we as usual let 0 · log2(0) ≡ 0).
In short, Equation B39 is the lower bound of Equation 24 for d ≥ 2 and P ∈ [1/d, 1], i.e. everywhere.
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Of course, Equation B39 is a lower bound determined without consideration of the third constraint,
Equation 13. The method of Lagrange multipliers is designed for equality constraints (e.g. Equation 10
and Equation 11), although it can be generalized to the Kuhn-Tucker problem [32] to incorporate
inequality constraints of the form of Equation 13 to more accurately lower bound Equation 24. In cases
where purity PMC is high and the largest eigenvalue φa is consequently large, including Equation 13
may have no or little effect. Nevertheless, it may be useful in some instances and we note it as readily
available additional information.

C Parity measurement determines purity
For photonic carriers, a beamsplitter followed by a parity measurement will measure purity.

Let â†m be the creation operator for a photon in modem in port a of a beamsplitter. Then a 2-photon
state with one photon in mode +m and the other photon in mode −m entering port a of a beamsplitter
is written

â†+mâ
†
−m |vac〉 (C1)

and a coherent superposition of such states is

|φ(a)
j 〉 =

∑
m

α(j)
m â†+mâ

†
−m |vac〉 (C2)

where ∑
m

∣∣∣α(j)
m

∣∣∣2 = 1. (C3)

It is understood that +m and −m are orthogonal modes (for integerm ≥ 1), i.e. 〈vac|â+mâ
†
−m|vac〉 = 0

and more generally

〈vac|âmâ†n|vac〉 = δm,n. (C4)

These modes might be frequency bins, time bins, polarization, OAM modes, or any other photonic
degree of freedom. Consider a different 2-photon state entering port b of the beamsplitter,

|φ(b)
k 〉 =

∑
m

α(k)
m b̂†+mb̂

†
−m |vac〉 . (C5)

When written in the same spatial mode (x), the inner product of |φ(x)
j 〉 and |φ

(x)
k 〉 is

〈φ(x)
j |φ

(x)
k 〉 = 〈φj |φk〉 =

∑
m

〈vac|α∗(j)m x̂+mx̂−m
∑
n

α(k)
n x̂†+nx̂

†
−n |vac〉 (C6)

=
∑
m

α∗(j)m α(k)
m

where α∗(j)m is the complex conjugate of α(j)
m .

Consider |φ(a)
j 〉 entering port a of the beamsplitter and |φ(b)

k 〉 entering port b of the beamsplitter.
The beamsplitter is 50:50 and performs the transformation

â†m
BS−−→ ĉ†m + d̂†m√

2
(C7a)

b̂†m
BS−−→ ĉ†m − d̂†m√

2
. (C7b)
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The emerging 4-photon state is

|φ(a)
j 〉 |φ

(b)
k 〉

BS−−→
∑
m

∑
n

α
(j)
m α

(k)
n

4
(
ĉ†+m + d̂†+m

) (
ĉ†−m + d̂†−m

) (
ĉ†+n − d̂

†
+n

) (
ĉ†−n − d̂

†
−n

)
|vac〉

=
∑
m

α
(j)
m α

(k)
m

4
(
ĉ†2+m − d̂

†2
+m

) (
ĉ†2−m − d̂

†2
−m

)
|vac〉

+
∑
m

∑
n<m

α
(j)
m α

(k)
n + α

(k)
m α

(j)
n

4

(
ĉ†+mĉ

†
+nĉ

†
−mĉ

†
−n − ĉ

†
+mĉ

†
+nd̂

†
−md̂

†
−n

− d̂†+md̂
†
+nĉ

†
−mĉ

†
−n + d̂†+md̂

†
+nd̂

†
−md̂

†
−n + ĉ†+md̂

†
+nĉ

†
−md̂

†
−n − ĉ

†
+md̂

†
+nd̂

†
−mĉ

†
−n

− d̂†+mĉ
†
+nĉ

†
−md̂

†
−n + d̂†+mĉ

†
+nd̂

†
−mĉ

†
−n

)
|vac〉

+
∑
m

∑
n<m

α
(j)
m α

(k)
n − α(k)

m α
(j)
n

4

(
− ĉ†+mĉ

†
+nĉ

†
−md̂

†
−n + ĉ†+mĉ

†
+nd̂

†
−mĉ

†
−n

+ d̂†+md̂
†
+nĉ

†
−md̂

†
−n − d̂

†
+md̂

†
+nd̂

†
−mĉ
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†
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†
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+mĉ
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†
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†
−n

)
|vac〉 .

(C8)

The first two quantities represent even parity events: events where either two photons are measured
in port c and 2 in port d or all four photons are measured in port c (d) and zero are measured in port
d (c). The final summation contains only odd parity events: events where three photons are measured
from port c (d) and one from port d (c). Assigning even parity events a value of +1 and odd parity
events the value −1 the expectation value of a parity measurement is

〈
parity|φj〉,|φk〉

〉
=
∑
m

(+1) · 4
∣∣∣∣∣
√

22
α

(j)
m α

(k)
m

4

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+
∑
m

∑
n<m

(+1) · 8
∣∣∣∣∣α

(j)
m α

(k)
n + α

(k)
m α

(j)
n

4

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+ (−1) · 8
∣∣∣∣∣α

(j)
m α

(k)
n − α(k)

m α
(j)
n

4

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=
∑
m

∣∣∣α(j)
m α(k)

m

∣∣∣2 +
∑
m

∑
n<m

∣∣∣α(j)
m α

(k)
n + α

(k)
m α

(j)
n

∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣α(j)
m α

(k)
n − α(k)

m α
(j)
n

∣∣∣2
2

=
∑
m

∣∣∣α(j)
m α(k)

m

∣∣∣2 +
∑
m

∑
n<m

2α(j)
m α

(k)
n α

∗(k)
m α

∗(j)
n + 2α∗(j)m α

∗(k)
n α

(k)
m α

(j)
n

2

=
∑
m

∣∣∣α(j)
m α(k)

m

∣∣∣2 +
∑
m

∑
n6=m

α(j)
m α(k)

n α∗(k)
m α∗(j)n

=
∑
m

α(j)
m α(k)

m α∗(j)m α∗(k)
m +

∑
n6=m

α(j)
m α(k)

n α∗(k)
m α∗(j)n


=
∑
m

α(j)
m α∗(k)

m

α(k)
m α∗(j)m +

∑
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α(k)
n α∗(j)n


=
(∑

m

α(j)
m α∗(k)

m

)(∑
n

α(k)
n α∗(j)n

)
applying Equation C6,
= 〈φk|φj〉 · 〈φj |φk〉
= |〈φk|φj〉|2 . (C9)
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Showing that when 〈φk|φj〉 = 1 (i.e. |φk〉 and |φj〉 have identical mode structure) the expectation
value of the parity measurement is 1: only even-parity events will occur. When 〈φk|φj〉 = 0 (i.e. |φk〉
and |φj〉 are orthogonal in mode structure) the expectation value of the parity measurement is 0: an
equal number of even- and odd-parity events will occur. This concludes analysis for two pure 2-photon
states entering either port of a beamsplitter.

With this result in mind, consider the case of an arbitrary (not necessarily pure) 2-photon state ρ
with eigendecomposition

ρ =
∑
k

φk |φk〉 〈φk| (8)

where

〈φj |φk〉 = δj,k (9)

and φk are the nonnegative eigenvalues which sum to one. Consider ρ entering port a of a beamsplitter
and an identically prepared ρ simultaneously entering port b of the beamsplitter. This can be treated
as though |φ(a)

j 〉 enters port a with probability φj and |φ(b)
k 〉 enters port b with probability φk. The

expectation value of the parity measurement is then (applying Equation 11)〈
parityρ,ρ

〉
=
∑
j

∑
k

φjφk
〈
parity|φj〉,|φk〉

〉
=
∑
j

∑
k

φjφk |〈φk|φj〉|2

=
∑
j

∑
k

φjφkδj,k =
∑
k

φ2
k

= P(ρ). (C10)

We have shown that the purity of ρ can be determined by a 4-photon parity measurement when
two identically prepared ρ are simultaneously available. Preparation of two ρ has made the nonlinear
measurement of purity (Tr(ρ2)) a linear measurement and rendered it experimentally accessible.

We note in the most general case where state ρ1 enters port a and state ρ2 enters port b of the
beamsplitter where

ρ1 =
∑
k

φk |φk〉 〈φk| (C11a)

ρ2 =
∑
j

ψj |ψj〉 〈ψj | , (C11b)

the expected parity measurement is〈
parityρ2,ρ1

〉
=
∑
j

∑
k

ψjφk |〈φk|ψj〉|2 (C12)

which is less than or equal to max {P(ρ1),P(ρ2)}. Thus in an imperfect experiment the expectation
value of the purity will always lower bound the purity of the most pure prepared state.
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